Resources

Webinar Material

- Presentation Slides
- Presenter Bios
- Webinar Site

CUPA-HR Knowledge Center

- Diversity Resources
- Building a Successful, More Inclusive Search E-Learning Course

CUPA-HR Research Resources

- The Representation of Women and Racial/Ethnic Minorities in the Workforce of MSIs

CUPA-HR Magazine Articles and Blog Posts

- Creating an Inclusive Faculty Search Process That Gets Results

Additional Resources

- NADOHE Anti-Racism Framework
• NADOHE Resources

• ACE, PEN America Resource Guide to Help Campus Leaders Make the Case for Academic Freedom and Institutional Autonomy

• Michigan State University – Academic Hiring

• Minnesota State – Policies and Compliance

• University of Maryland – Inclusive Faculty Hiring

• University of Pittsburgh – Faculty Recruitment

Sponsor Material from PageUp

• PageUp Higher Education Overview

• PageUp Higher Education Flyer